Molecular and clinical spectrum of four pedigrees of TRAPS in Greece: results from a national referral center.
Tumor necrosis factor receptor-associated periodic syndrome (TRAPS) is a rare autosomal dominantly inherited autoinflammatory disease caused by mutations of the TNFRSF1A gene. To address the association between TNFRSF1A mutations and clinical phenotype, we analyzed four pedigrees of TRAPS patients. Four Greek patients with TRAPS-like clinical features were screened for TNFRSF1A mutations by sequencing exons 2, 3 and 4. Following positive testing, twenty-two members of their families were also genetically and clinically screened. Twenty-six members of four unrelated Greek families were investigated. The C73Y (c.305G>A) mutation of the TNFRSF1A gene was identified in five patients, with two of the five carrying a concomitant R92Q variation. We also identified seven C73W (c.306C>G), two T50M (c.236C>T) and seven R92Q (c.362G>A) carriers. Symptoms varied and the C73Y, C73W and T50M mutations were associated with the most severe clinical manifestations. The R92Q phenotype ranged from asymptomatic to mild disease. Molecular modelling linked pathogenicity with aberrant TNFRSF1A disulphide bond formation. In this first pedigree analysis of TRAPS in Greece, we identified the rare C73Y TNFRSF1A mutation. A wide clinical spectrum was observed with the C73Y, C73W and T50M mutations that affect TNFRSF1A disulphide bonds and are associated with worse symptoms.